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Tag line:
EFFORTLESS ESTIMATES.
HASSLE-FREE APPOINTMENTS.
CRYSTAL CLEAR RESLUTS.
First block:
WELCOME TO PCH SERVICES
PCH Services has over 10 years of expert cleaning experience. Our mission is to bring
out the true aesthetic value of your home or business while being a model of efficiency,
lasting relationships and fair quality pricing.
Our clients tend to be lifetime, dedicated customers because of our punctuality, quality
of work, enthusiastic positive energy and generously competitive pricing.
We look forward to doing the same for you.

Center block:
OUR EXPERTISE
Window Washing:
Clean windows are the most impactful detail in making your home or business shine.
Leave the unpleasant window cleaning tasks to the expert team at PCH Services,
where the difference in service is crystal clear.
Solar Panel Cleaning:
Get the most value from your solar panels by keeping them squeaky clean and free of
dirt and debris. Trust us to regularly and properly clean your solar panels for maximum
power output.
Power Washing:
Tile roofs, patios, driveways and walkways are all subject to a build-up of seasonal
sediment and the growth of unhealthy and destructive mold. PCH Services keeps your
property clean and healthy through our skilled pressure washing services.

SERVICES PAGE
Center headline:
PCH SERVICES
We provide exceptional work at competitive prices,
while building a loyal family of clients.

Exceptional Window Cleaning:
Tired of looking through dirty windows at your home or office? Worried about your
family’s respiratory health during allergy season and dusty summers? Allow the fully
qualified and expertly trained team from PCH Services to put those worries to ease.
-

All glass is cleaned inside & out
All screens are thoroughly cleaned with a water solution
All tracks are vacuumed, wiped, sprayed & lubricated by hand
All window frames & sills are wiped down by hand

Heated Pressure Washing:
We remove those unsightly black stains on the side of your house from excessive water
run-off. We remove cobwebs and debris from overhangs, wash all of the dirt and dust
buildup on sidings and stucco, and remove the black/green algae from concrete patios,
walkways, roof tiles and driveways.
State-Of-The-Art Solar Panel Cleaning:
We remove all the layers of accumulated dust and salt sludge from the surface of your
solar panels. We use a full de-ionized water-fed brush cleaning system, which cleans
both the panels and their frames, and we perform a full visual inspection of all of the
exposed hardware on your solar system. While on the roof, we also do a walk-around
and inspect for broken tiles. After cleaning, customers receive up to 30% more solar
intake on their panels.
Gutter Cleaning:
Are you growing a mystery garden in your gutters? One that attracts unwanted
mosquitos? We can remove all of the leafy, dirty debris from your gutter alleys while
making minor adjustments to their pitch to improve water flow. We will flush out all of
your downspouts and will reinforce and remount any gutters that are hanging off of the
roofline.

